Introduction {#S0001}
============

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is an intermediate state between normal aging and dementia.[@CIT0001] However, the natural progression of MCI is not always linear.[@CIT0002] For example, previous MCI conversion studies reported that considerable numbers of MCI cases can either be reversible[@CIT0003]--[@CIT0007] or remain stable over a long period of time.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009] Some important reasons for this inconsistent progression might be that MCI is a clinical entity describing early cognitive problems not serious enough to meet the criteria for dementia, and therefore it has various etiologies. MCI is heterogeneous in its neuropsychological profile[@CIT0010] and biomarker positivity.[@CIT0011] The issue of reversible cases of MCI has continuously emerged since its concept was introduced.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] Over the past decades, a number of studies have reported that cognitive impairment present at an initial assessment reverted to normal performance by the following assessment.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0014]--[@CIT0016] The incidence of reversion from MCI to CN varies from 8% to 59.3%,[@CIT0017] according to the study setting (ie, community-based vs clinic-based); clinical characteristics of MCI; or the length of follow-up time.

Aside from the various reversion rates, understanding the meaning of reversion from MCI to CN is important for both research and clinical practice. There are controversies about possible reasons for such reversion. One possible reason is that true recovery from cognitive impairment has, in fact, occurred.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0005]--[@CIT0007],[@CIT0016] If so, identifying the underlying mechanism or predictive factor for the cognitive recovery is crucial because it would provide prognostic values for dementia-related cognitive decline, as well as help with developing an intervention program. Secondly, the reversion could simply be false-positive errors at the initial diagnosis of MCI,[@CIT0014],[@CIT0015] which lead to modification of MCI criteria.[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0020] As Brooks et al[@CIT0014] pointed out, the risk of over-interpretation of a low neuropsychological performance from one isolated assessment is especially high in older adults with low intelligence. Third, some etiologies causing MCI are more likely to exhibit cognitive fluctuations. Some causes of MCI other than Alzheimer's disease (AD) could result in recovery or improvement by the second evaluation. Some of these other causes may include neuropsychiatric symptoms[@CIT0021] or vascular pathology with a subsequent repair mechanism.[@CIT0022] Lastly, reversion to CN could occur from the practice effects at the second assessment. Repetitive exposure to neuropsychological test can result in a practice effect in MCI[@CIT0023]^--^[@CIT0025] as well as normal aging.[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027] However, the literature on the meaning of reversion from MCI to CN remains inconclusive. Relatively little attention has been paid to elucidate the characteristics contributing to reversion from MCI to CN, compared to MCI progression studies.

Furthermore, it is imperative to find positive prognostic factors in MCI. It is unclear whether specific cognitive characteristics or clinical factors are useful for predicting reversion from MCI to CN or not. A limited number of studies reported clinical factors associated with reversion to CN. However, the results were inconsistent across studies. For example, Pandya et al reported MCI with younger age and no apolipoprotein E (APOE) were more likely to revert,[@CIT0003] whereas Sachdev et al reported no age or APOE effect on reversion.[@CIT0006] Sachdev et al reported MCI with more educated were likely to revert,[@CIT0006] whereas Koepsell et al reported no education effect on reversion.[@CIT0007] Heterogeneity of the MCI group in previous studies made it difficult to systematically focus on underlying factors for reversion. There is a need for the full characterization of reversion from MCI to CN in a more homogenous MCI group. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to investigate the characteristics contributing to reversion from MCI to CN and to identify clinical and neuropsychological predictive factors associated with such reversion.

Materials And Methods {#S0002}
=====================

Participants {#S0002-S2001}
------------

We included individuals with MCI recruited from a pool of individuals registered at the National Research Center for Dementia (NRCD) in Gwangju, Korea. We retrospectively selected data only if they had completed second follow-up evaluation. The NRCD database was described previously.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] It consists of elderly people aged 60 and over who volunteered to participate. Requests for volunteers were made through local newspapers and posters placed on a bulletin board at public health centers and senior centers. All participants were community-dwelling and fully informed regarding study participation. Evaluation procedure consists of three stages: 1) Initial brief interview including demographic information, medical history, the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), and self-report questionnaires (Day 1). 2) Detailed evaluation including comprehensive neuropsychological assessments and MRI scan (Day 2). 3) Diagnostic interview including clinical dementia rating (CDR) and diagnosis (Day 3). Initial brief interview and neuropsychological assessments were administered by trained psychologists. Diagnostic interview was performed by dementia experts (four neurologists and one neuropsychiatrists). The final clinical diagnosis was made after reviewing all the available information in the consensus case conferences. MCI was diagnosed according to the following consensus criteria:[@CIT0030] a) the person is neither normal nor demented; b) there is evidence of cognitive deterioration shown by a subjective report of decline by the self and/or an informant as well as objective cognitive deficits; and c) activities of daily living are preserved, and complex instrumental functions are either intact or minimally impaired. In terms of the criteria for (b), objective cognitive deficits were identified by the neuropsychological performance z-scores based on normative data. That is, objective cognitive deficit was defined based on if the score was 1.5 standard deviations (SD) below normative means on at least one test among the neuropsychological assessment battery. All had an overall CDR of 0.5. In addition, to obtain as much of a homogeneous MCI group as possible, careful exclusion criteria for all MCI participants were applied as follows: 1) evidence of focal brain lesions on MRI, including lacunas and white matter hyperintensity lesions of grade 2 or more, according to the Fazekas scale;[@CIT0031] 2) any significant neurologic, medical, or neuropsychiatric disorders (eg, depression or anxiety disorders) that could affect mental function in either past or present medical history; and 3) current use of psychoactive medications. It was 743 individuals who were diagnosed as MCI at the first assessment. Among them, we excluded 216 individuals in the current study because they met exclusion criteria. The second neuropsychological assessment was performed for 243 individuals with MCI but 43 did not complete diagnostic interview (Day 3). Finally, we identified 200 participants who were diagnosed with MCI at baseline from March 2014 to July 2016 and reassessed them at a subsequent visit about 1.5 years later (second visit duration was from June 2015 to November 2017). Four clinical MCI subtypes were classified as either amnestic MCI (aMCI)-single domain, aMCI-multiple domain, nonamnestic MCI (naMCI)-single domain, and naMCI-multiple domain, based on the impaired cognitive domain participants had.

Baseline Clinical And Neuropsychological Assessment {#S0002-S2002}
---------------------------------------------------

All participants were examined with a clinical interview, which included an assessment of CDR.[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] Instrumental activities of daily living (IADL)[@CIT0034] were also assessed. Information on major socio-demographic variables, medical history, family history for dementia and stroke, and body mass index (BMI) were collected. For BMI, 18.5--22.9 was considered to be normal weight, 23--24.9 was considered to be at risk, and ≥25 as obese.[@CIT0035] The Dementia Screening Questionnaire (DSQ),[@CIT0036] a self-report format of a cognitive screening tool, was also administered. In addition, the Subjective Memory Complaints (SMC)[@CIT0037] and the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS)[@CIT0038] were also administered in a self-report format.

A comprehensive neuropsychological assessment was performed. The attention domain was assessed using a digit span forward (DSF) and digit span backward (DSB). The language domain was assessed using a shortened version of the Boston Naming Test (BNT; 15 item version, Form A). The visuospatial domain was assessed using the copying test from the Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT copy). The memory domain was assessed by six measures, including the Seoul Verbal Learning Test (SVLT) immediate recall (SVLT_imm), 20-min delayed recall (SVLT_delayed), yes-no recognition (SVLT_rec), RCFT immediate recall (RCFT_imm), 20-min delayed recall (RCFT_delayed), and yes-no recognition (RCFT_rec). The executive function domain was assessed using fluency test for animal, a phonemic fluency test (total score for "ㄱ"/g/, "ㅅ"/s/, and "O"/y/), the Stroop test (color naming in color-word incongruent conditions), and the Trail Making Tests (TMT) A and B. Global cognition was assessed using the MMSE. Neuropsychological performances were transformed to z-scores based on age-, education-, and gender-specific normative data.[@CIT0039]

Determination Of APOE ε4 Genotype {#S0002-S2003}
---------------------------------

The procedure for determination of the apolipoprotein (APOE) genotype was previously described.[@CIT0040] Briefly, genomic DNA was extracted from buffy coats isolated from whole blood and the APOE genotype was determined by the single-nucleotide polymorphisms of rs429358 and rs7412. The APOE ε4 positive (APOE ε+) genotype was assigned if at least one ε4 allele was present.

Follow-Up Assessment {#S0002-S2004}
--------------------

Each participant underwent the same procedure as they did in the baseline evaluation. In addition to MCI diagnosis, reversion to CN was defined if all of the neuropsychological performance scores were within a normal range and the CDR score was 0 at the follow-up assessment. In the case of progression, on the other hand, dementia was diagnosed according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-lV) criteria for dementia and the National Institute of Neurological and Communication Disorders and Stroke/Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) criteria for probable AD.[@CIT0041],[@CIT0042]

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2005}
--------------------

The MCI group was divided into two subgroups according to diagnosis at the time of the second evaluation: those who reverted to CN (rMCI) and those who stayed at MCI (sMCI). Demographic characteristics and comprehensive clinical information were compared between groups using a independent-samples t-test and χ^2^ test for continuous and categorical variables, respectively. For neuropsychological performance, z-scores were compared between groups using a independent-samples t-test. Group comparisons for number of impaired neuropsychological tests were performed using Mann--Whitney U-test because they were non-normally distributed. Multivariable logistic regression analysis with forward stepwise selection was performed to examine the role of neuropsychological test scores at baseline as predictors of reversion from MCI to CN. In addition, a two-way repeated measure analysis of variance (rANOVA) was conducted to compare cognitive changes between rMCI and sMCI in terms of longitudinal perspective. These analyses were performed using SPSS version 25.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant. To control for typeⅠerrors, false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons was applied using Benjamini-Hochberg step-up procedure, the mean FDR α.[@CIT0043] For effect sizes, Cohen's d, Phi, η^2^, and *η^2^~p~* were calculated for t-test, χ^2^ test, Mann--Whitney U-test, and rANOVA, respectively.

Ethics Statement {#S0002-S2006}
----------------

The institutional review board of Chosun University Hospital approved the present study. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant or legal guardians. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Participant Characteristics {#S0003-S2001}
---------------------------

The mean period of follow-up was 18.16 ± 6.59 months for the entire group. At the second visit, 118 (59%) were diagnosed with MCI again and they were classified as sMCI. Seventy-eight (39%) reverted to CN and they were classified as rMCI. Lastly, 4 (2%) had progressed to AD dementia and they were excluded from further analysis because the focus of current study is reversion rather than progression. Participants from the rMCI group were less educated than those from sMCI group (p = 0.034). There were no group differences in age, gender, follow-up duration, economic status, family history of dementia and stroke, BMI, former job complexity, and APOE ε4 positivity (see [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Demographic Characteristics At Baseline In Mild Cognitive Impairment SubgroupsrMCI (n = 78)sMCI (n = 118)tχ^2^P valued/phiAge, y73.42 ± 4.7574.00 ± 4.83−0.8240.4110.120**Education, y10.12 ± 3.6611.44 ± 4.58−2.1410.0340.312**Female, n (%)44 (56.4)50 (42.4)3.7070.0540.138FU18.73 ± 6.4517.79 ± 6.670.9820.3270.143APOE ε+, n (%)18 (23.4)28 (24.3)0.0240.8770.011Economic status, n (%)4.3270.1150.149 Low31 (39.7)35 (29.7) Moderate35 (44.9)51 (43.2) High12 (15.4)32 (27.1)Family history, n (%) Dementia14 (17.9)21 (17.8)0.0010.9780.002 Stroke18 (23.1)16 (13.6)2.9670.0850.123BMI, n (%)1.5800.4540.090 Normal18 (23.1)33 (28.7) At risk19 (24.4)32 (27.8) Obese41 (52.6)50 (43.5)Job complexity, n (%)7.6830.0530.198 Unemployed28 (35.9)27 (22.9) Low14 (17.9)22 (18.6) Moderate19 (24.4)23 (19.5) High17 (21.8)46 (39.0)[^2][^3]

Clinical And Neuropsychological Characteristics At Baseline {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Clinical and neuropsychological characteristics at baseline evaluation are shown in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. SMC, IADL, DSQ, and GDS were not significantly different between the rMCI and sMCI groups. Regarding four clinical subtypes, the aMCI-multiple domain type was the most frequent, and the naMCI-multiple domain type was the least frequent. The distribution of four MCI subtypes was not different between groups (χ^2^~df=3~ =6.58, p=0.087). In terms of aMCI versus naMCI, 42.1% and 31.8% reverted to CN, respectively, and the distribution was not different between groups (χ^2^~df=1~ =1.507, p=0.220).Table 2Clinical And Neuropsychological Characteristics At Baseline In Mild Cognitive Impairment SubgroupsrMCI (n = 78)sMCI (n = 118)tχ^2^P valued/phiSMC4.46 ± 3.243.67 ± 2.941.6720.0960.244IADL0.42 ± 0.760.62 ± 1.44−1.0320.3030.151DSQ4.74 ± 2.934.64 ± 2.610.2700.7880.039GDS10.63 ± 6.498.59 ± 6.332.1800.0300.318MMSE−0.72 ± 1.25−0.77 ± 1.160.2970.7670.043MCI subtypes, n (%)6.5800.0870.183 aMCI_single30 (38.5)26 (22.0) aMCI_multiple34 (43.6)62 (52.5) naMCI_single9 (11.5)17 (14.4) naMCI_multiple5 (6.4)13 (11.0)Attention DSF−0.19 ± 1.13−0.10 ± 1.13−0.5490.5830.080 DSB−0.38 ± 0.76−0.46 ± 1.010.5590.5770.082Language BNT0.10 ± 1.02−0.04 ± 1.110.8830.3790.129Visuospatial functions **RCFT copy0.10 ± 0.91−0.27 ± 1.052.5620.0110.374**Memory SVLT_imm−0.62 ± 0.98−0.89 ± 0.772.1560.0320.315 SVLT_delayed−0.74 ± 1.00−0.96 ± 0.811.7080.0890.249 SVLT_rec−0.52 ± 1.20−0.70 ± 1.101.0650.2880.155 RCFT_imm−0.41 ± 1.10−0.69 ± 0.911.9270.0550.281 RCFT_delayed−0.49 ± 0.97−0.65 ± 0.881.1440.2540.167 RCFT_rec−0.33 ± 0.93−06 ± 0.940.2340.8150.034Executive functions Fluency_A−0.40 ± 0.97−0.43 ± 0.800.2340.8150.034 **Fluency_P−0.04 ± 0.93−0.48 ± 0.923.2480.0010.474** Stroop_W0.09 ± 1.14−0.21 ± 1.131.8220.0700.266 Stroop_C−0.22 ± 1.02−0.55 ± 1.191.9930.0480.291 **TMT_A0.02 ± 0.87−0.42 ± 1.172.7960.0060.408** **TMT_B−0.01 ± 1.02−0.40 ± 1.032.4900.0140.363**[^4][^5]

For neuropsychological tests, z-scores of RCFT copy, Fluency_P, TMT_A, and TMT_B were significantly higher in the rMCI group than those in the sMCI group. No neuropsychological z-scores resulted higher in the sMCI group than the rMCI group. On the other hand, no group difference was found in the mean number of impaired neuropsychological tests (p=0.095). Mann--Whitney U-test also revealed no group difference in the number of impaired tests from memory (p= 0.509, η^2^ =0.002) executive function (p=0.554, η^2^=0.019), and other cognitive function (p= 0.063, η^2^ =0.018). In addition, the frequency of MCI with only one impaired test was not different between groups (χ^2^~df=1~ =1.89, p=0.17).

Associations Of Reversion From MCI To CN With The Neuropsychological Test Scores At Baseline {#S0003-S2003}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multivariable logistic regression analysis with forward stepwise selection was performed to examine the ability of neuropsychological test scores at baseline to predict reversions from MCI to CN. The odds ratio (OR) listed in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} refers to association with reversion to CN, not with progression to dementia. As shown in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}, demographic variables were entered at the first step to control their influence on reversion. Then, neuropsychological test z-scores, which had shown significant group difference resulted from the t-tests, were entered at the second step. Fluency_P (OR=1.653; 95% CI; 1.156--2.364; p=0.006) and TMT_A (OR=1.603; 95% CI; 1.091--2.355; p=0.015) remained as significant predictors for reversion to CN.Table 3Logistic Regression Analysis For Factors Associated With Reversion To Normal CognitionVariablesStep 1^a^Step 2^b^BSEWaldP valueOR (95% CI)BSEWaldP valueOR (95% CI)Gender0.1790.3540.2570.6121.196 (0.598--2.395)0.5660.3942.0700.1501.762 (0.814--3.812)Age−0.0100.0340.0900.7640.990 (0.925--1.059)−0.0080.0360.0520.8190.992 (0.924--1.065)Education−0.1020.0464.9100.0270.903 (0.825--0.988)−0.0920.0493.4680.0630.912 (0.828--1.005)Fluency_P0.5030.1837.5760.0061.653 (1.156--2.365)TMT_A0.4720.1965.7900.0161.603 (1.091--2.355)[^6][^7]

Reversion From MCI To CN And Longitudinal Cognitive Change {#S0003-S2004}
----------------------------------------------------------

Longitudinal cognitive changes in rMCI and sMCI were compared by a two-way rANOVA. It revealed a group of tests showing within- and between-group effects or interaction effects ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The RCFT copy, Fluency_P, Stroop_C, and all memory scores except the RCFT_rec showed both within-group and between-group effects significantly. These scores significantly improved at follow-up assessment in both groups, but the rMCI group showed a significantly higher level of scores in the assessments overall. On the other hand, some tests showed either the between-group effect (BNT, Strooo_W, TMT_A, and TMT_B) or within-group effect (RCFT_rec) significantly. The scores of the BNT, Stroop_W, TMT_A, and TMT_B in the rMCI group were significantly higher than those in the sMCI group, but there were no longitudinal changes. The RCFT_rec score was improved at follow-up assessment, but it was not different between rMCI and sMCI group. Lastly, there were significant interaction effects in DSF, Fluency_A, and four memory scores. The rMCI group exhibited improvement in DSF and fluency_A scores whereas the sMCI group exhibited a slight decrease in the scores. Memory scores improved in both groups, but the rMCI group exhibited significantly greater improvement than the sMCI group ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Table 4Longitudinal Changes In Neuropsychological Test Scores Between Mild Cognitive Impairment SubgroupsWithin GroupBetween GroupInteractionP valueη^2^~p~P valueη^2^~p~P valueη^2^~p~Attention DSF0.1770.0090.1830.009**0.0040.042** DSB0.8450.0000.1830.0090.3060.005Language BNT0.7410.001**0.0220.027**0.0440.021Visuospatial functions RCFT copy**0.0010.0510.0010.056**0.8460.000Memory SVLT_imm**\<0.0010.262\<0.0010.0620.0210.027** SVLT_delayed**\<0.0010.272\<0.0010.083\<0.0010.084** SVLT_rec**\<0.0010.1100.0010.0580.0050.041** RCFT_imm**\<0.0010.0620.0050.041**0.1350.012 RCFT_delayed**\<0.0010.1190.0170.0300.0200.028** RCFT_rec**0.0200.028**0.0950.0150.0900.015Executive functions Fluency_A0.3100.0050.0940.014**0.0170.029** Fluency_P**0.0190.028\<0.0010.063**0.7280.001 Stroop_W0.0520.020**0.0070.038**0.2650.007 Stroop_C**\<0.0010.1470.0060.038**0.2390.007 TMT_A0.1790.010**\<0.0010.066**0.5770.002 TMT_B0.2710.008**\<0.0010.116**0.9180.000[^8][^9] Figure 1Changes in neuropsychological test scores in mild cognitive impairment subgroups.**Notes:** Solid line indicates rMCI; Dashed line indicates sMCI.**Abbreviations:** rMCI, mild cognitive impairment group who reverted to cognitive normal state at follow-up; sMCI, mild cognitive impairment group who stayed as MCI at follow-up; T1, score at initial assessment; T2, score at the second assessment; SVLT_imm, Seoul verbal learning test immediate recall score; SVLT_delayed, Seoul verbal learning test delayed recall score; SVLT_rec, Seoul verbal learning test recognition score; RCFT_imm, Rey complex figure test immediate recall score; RCFT_delayed, Rey complex figure test delayed recall score; RCFT_rec, Rey complex figure test recognition score; Fluency_A, fluency score for animal; Fluency_P, fluency score for 3 Korean alphabets; Stroop_W, Stroop score for word reading; Stroop_C, Stroop score for color naming in color-word in incongruent condition; TMT, trail making test; DSF, digit span forward; DSB, digit span backward; BNT, Boston naming test (15 items); RCFT copy, Rey complex figure test copy score.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

Understanding the characteristics of reversion from MCI to CN is important in both research and clinical settings. In this retrospective study, we analyzed a variety of factors in older adults with MCI who reverted and remained stable after a 1.5-year follow-up. Comparing baseline characteristics between rMCI and sMCI revealed that individuals with MCI with a relatively higher performance on RCFT copy, Fluency_P, TMT_A, and TMT_B were more likely to revert. Fluency_P and TMT_A remained significant in the final model for predicting reversion. Both the rMCI and sMCI groups showed improved performance in some cognitive tests, but the rMCI group showed much greater improvement at follow-up assessment.

Thirty-nine percent (78 out of 200 participants) reverted to normal cognition. Although the incidence rate of reversion varied depending on the subject source or follow-up period, our result is fairly consistent with the previous reports that used community-based recruitment.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006],[@CIT0044] It is not surprising that a recent meta-analysis based on 25 studies reported that reversion rate was much higher in community-based studies (eg, 31%) than clinic-based ones (eg, 14%).[@CIT0045] Clinic-based samples consist of individuals who seek medical service for their cognitive problems; therefore, they are more likely have greater cognitive deficits than community-based samples. The source of subjects can influence the course of MCI.[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047]

Our rMCI and sMCI groups were not different in terms of socio-demographic variables except education. For education, the rMCI group was less educated than the sMCI group (p=0.034) when using simple comparison, but the significance disappeared in the multivariable logistic regression model ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}), which shows a consistent pattern with a previous study.[@CIT0006] Although one study reported higher education in the reverted group,[@CIT0005] the sample size was small (6 reverters out of the 74 subjects). Therefore, the influence of education on reversion may be little or minor. There were no significant differences in clinical characteristics including APOE ε4 positivity, subjectively reported memory and cognitive symptoms, subjective depression level, and daily functional status at baseline. These results indicate that the rMCI and sMCI groups in the current study had very similar backgrounds in general. Moreover, global cognitive level, distribution of clinical MCI subtypes and the number of z-scores that was below −1.5 were not different between groups. These results indicate that the rMCI and sMCI groups were at the similar clinical stage of MCI.

More importantly, over a wide range of socio-demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological variables, group difference was significant only in some of neuropsychological tests. Performances in RCFT copy, Fluency_P, TMT_A, and TMT_B at baseline were significantly better in the rMCI group than those in the sMCI group. Our results are largely in line with previous longitudinal studies[@CIT0019],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0048] showing that the earliest signs of preclinical AD were captured by visuospatial and executive measures. While RCFT copy is known as a test for visuospatial ability, this test assesses the performance of reproducing a highly complex figure, which demands executive components including integrative attention and organization of each fraction during copying of the complex figure.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0049] However, executive function is basically an umbrella term that encompasses the set of top-down cognitive processing, such as cognitive control, decision-making, abstract thinking, planning, integrative attention, inhibition, maintenance, monitoring, set shifting, and so on.[@CIT0050] Not surprisingly, a single executive function test covers only part of executive components. The tests that showed a significant group difference in the current study seem to be related to cognitive control ability. Cognitive control is essentially goal-directed behavior requiring flexible allocation of mental resources via integrative attention.[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052] Cognitive control is sort of sub-concept of executive function, but greater emphasis on integrative attention and active maintenance of goals and means to achieve them.[@CIT0053],[@CIT0054] Our model for reversion prediction also suggests that individuals with MCI with higher cognitive control ability have increased probability (ie, 1.6 times higher) of reversion to CN compared to individuals with MCI with a lower cognitive ability. Given that phonemic fluency test and TMT are sensitive to prefrontal function,[@CIT0055]^--^[@CIT0057] it could be speculated that better prefrontal function might be associated with the reversion from MCI to CN in the rMCI group. Future neuroimaging study could provide neural mechanism underlying the reversion from MCI to CN. On the other hand, previous studies reported that individuals who reverted showed higher memory function at baseline than those who did not revert;[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006],[@CIT0058] however, we found no group difference in memory performance. The measure of memory is notably important when MCI was diagnosed. Moreover, clinical staging such as early or late MCI is often defined by episodic memory tests.[@CIT0059] Therefore, higher memory performance in individuals who reverted in the previous studies may indicate a cognitively earlier stage in the MCI course, consequently easier to revert. Different clinical stages could be a bias itself. In contrast, our two MCI groups were considered to be at the same cognitive stage showing similar level of memory performance and a similar number of impaired test scores.

Why do individuals with MCI revert to normal cognition? Some researchers argued that reversion could be simply false-positive errors at the initial diagnosis of MCI.[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0020],[@CIT0060] Based on single-domain cognitive impairment or much milder cognitive impairment in reverted cases, researchers considered the impairment as normal variability and base rate of low scores in healthy elders.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0020],[@CIT0061] In the current study, however, MCI diagnosis was made by clinical interview including CDR designation (ie, evaluation cognitive change in everyday life) and consensus conference based on all available information on the subject, not solely on his or her neuropsychological performance. In addition, our rMCI group exhibited a similar level of cognitive impairment and similar distributions of the four or two clinical subtypes to the sMCI group at baseline. The frequency of MCI with only one impaired test was also not different between groups. Therefore, the possibility that MCI with milder level of cognitive impairment is related to reversion seems to be very low. That is, inclusion of false-positive diagnosis of MCI is highly unlikely in the current study.

One could also argue that practice effects at the second assessment influence reversion to CN. As Salthouse et al[@CIT0062] pointed out, frequent testing could make cognitive decline obscure, especially for the elderly population. Moreover, previous large-scale longitudinal study reported that practice effect was observed even in dementia group.[@CIT0063] Not unexpectedly, we also observed slight improvement of visuospatial ability, memory, and executive function at the follow-up neuropsychological assessment in sMCI group as well as rMCI group. However, rANOVA revealed significant group and time interaction effects on the measures of sustained attention, memory, and fluency. The results suggested that our rMCI group showed much greater improvement in those tests than the sMCI group. One possible interpretation, although speculative, is that higher cognitive control ability in rMCI is partially attributable to such improvement. It should also be noted that we made diagnosis not solely on neuropsychological test scores but intensive diagnostic interview and CDR designation by dementia experts. For example, individuals whose neuropsychological test scores at the second evaluation were all above the −1.5 SD according to norms but CDR was 0.5 were not diagnosed as CN, because their CDR was not zero. That is, classification of reversion or stable MCI groups was based on both clinical interview and neuropsychological performance. Therefore, it may seem less likely that practice effects on neuropsychological tests at the second assessment influence second diagnosis.

It is worth mentioning that we tried to include a relatively homogeneous MCI group. We excluded etiologies causing MCI that possibly exhibit cognitive fluctuations (eg, neuropsychiatric problem or vascular pathology) to examine the underlying factors for reversion from MCI to CN systemically. Nevertheless, a higher tendency in depression was observed in the rMCI group (p=0.03, but not significant at the multiple comparison corrected level). However, the depression level in general was very low (mean±SD=10.63±6.49 for rMCI, and 8.59±6.33 for sMCI). Self-reported GDS is basically for screening purpose, not for diagnosis purpose. Moreover, subjects with depression were carefully examined at the stage of diagnostic interview and were excluded in the study. GDS level seems to have little impact on reversion. 

Taken as a whole, our findings support that reversion from MCI to CN might not be a false-positive error but a true recovery from cognitive impairment. We postulate that individuals with MCI with higher cognitive control ability can have their cognitive function restored easier than individuals with MCI with lower cognitive control ability. Our participants all consisted of community-dwellers. Thus, they might have felt minor cognitive problems but not enough to seek medical help. However, once they knew that they had MCI, they would more take care of their cognitive health. Although the role of cognitive control in reversion from MCI to CN needs further validation, participants with relatively higher cognitive control ability could possibly manage to have normal cognitive function in everyday life and objective cognitive tests at a 1.5-year follow-up. Our results provide preliminary support that positive characteristics favorable to the restoration of cognitive function may be higher cognitive control ability and suggest that assessing cognitive control ability could facilitate prognosis evaluation more accurately. Furthermore, it could help to develop appropriate cognitive intervention programs in making use of cognitive control ability.

Limitations and future directions should be discussed. First, MCI was diagnosed without considering amyloid biomarkers in the current study. Inclusion of amyloid biomarker information could provide a wider window of understanding of the reversion phenomenon in the course of AD spectrum. Second, future multimodal neuroimaging study such as functional and structural brain imaging studies may further validate the role of cognitive control ability in the reversion from MCI to CN. Neuroimaging information could provide neural mechanisms that might contribute to reversion from MCI to CN. It could also increase predictive power for differentiation of the MCI course. Third, the current study has a relatively short follow-up period. Therefore, our results should be interpreted with caution. It is possible that some from the rMCI group could show fluctuation in cognitive function; eg, exhibiting further cognitive decline in a longer follow-up duration, as previous studies have reported.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0058] Therefore, a longer follow-up study would provide broader perspectives on the course of MCI. Lastly, the same neuropsychological tests used in the diagnosis were also used in the analysis. We classified reverted or stable MCI groups not solely on neuropsychological test scores but intensive diagnostic interview and CDR designation by dementia experts. Nevertheless, it may be better to use different neuropsychological test tools for diagnosis and analysis in the future study.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

In conclusion, a considerable portion of individuals with MCI reverted to normal cognition at 1.5-year follow-up. Understanding the meaning of such reversion may have valuable implications for clinical practice and research. Our results suggest that reversion from MCI to CN might not be a false-positive error but a true recovery from cognitive impairment. Individuals with MCI with higher cognitive control ability could be restored more easily to their cognitive function than those with MCI with lower cognitive control ability. Therefore, assessing cognitive control ability might facilitate developing appropriate interventions for MCI as well as prognosis evaluation more accurately.
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[^2]: **Notes:** Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation, unless specified otherwise. The bolded line indicates significant group difference.

[^3]: **Abbreviations:** rMCI, mild cognitive impairment group who reverted to cognitive normal state at follow-up; sMCI, mild cognitive impairment group who stayed as MCI at follow-up; d, Cohen's d value measuring effect size for t-test; phi, phi value measuring effect size for χ^2^ test; FU, mean follow-up time in month; APOE ε+, apolipoprotein ε4 carrier; BMI, body mass index.

[^4]: **Notes:** Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation, unless specified otherwise. Neuropsychological test scores are group mean z-scores based on age-, education-, and gender-specific normative information ± standard deviation. The bolded lines indicate significant group difference at p \< 0.05 after false discovery rate correction for multiple comparison.

[^5]: **Abbreviations:** rMCI, mild cognitive impairment group who reverted to cognitive normal state at follow-up; sMCI, mild cognitive impairment group who stayed as MCI at follow-up; d, Cohen's d value measuring effect size for t-test; phi, phi value measuring effect size for χ^2^ test; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; naMCI, nonamnestic mild cognitive impairment; SMC, subjective memory complaints; IADL, instrumental activities of daily living; DSQ, dementia screening questionnaire; GDS, geriatric depression scale; MMSE, mini mental status examination; DSF, digit span forward; DSB, digit span backward; BNT, Boston naming test (15 items); RCFT copy, Rey complex figure test copy score; SVLT_imm, Seoul verbal learning test, immediate recall score; SVLT_delayed, Seoul verbal learning test delayed recall score; SVLT_rec, Seoul verbal learning test recognition score; RCFT_imm, Rey complex figure test immediate recall score; RCFT_delayed, Rey complex figure test delayed recall score; RCFT_rec, Rey complex figure test recognition score; Fluency_A, fluency score for animal; Fluency_P, fluency score for 3 Korean alphabets; Stroop_W, Stroop score for word reading; Stroop_C, Stroop score for color naming in color-word in incongruent condition; TMT, trail making test.

[^6]: **Notes:** ^a^χ^2^ of model =8.08, df =3, Nagelkerke R^2^ =0.06, p=0.044; ^b^χ^2^ of model =25.62, df =5, Nagelkerke R^2^ =0.20, p \< 0.001.

[^7]: **Abbreviations:** Fluency_P, fluency score for 3 Korean alphabets; TMT_A, trail making test part A.

[^8]: **Notes:** The bolded values indicate significant group difference at p \< 0.05 after false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons.

[^9]: **Abbreviations:** η^2^~p,~ partial eta-squared measuring effect size; DSF, digit span forward; DSB, digit span backward; BNT, Boston naming test (15 items); RCFT copy, Rey complex figure test copy score; SVLT_imm, Seoul verbal learning test immediate recall score; SVLT_delayed, Seoul verbal learning test delayed recall score; SVLT_rec, Seoul verbal learning test recognition score; RCFT_imm, Rey complex figure test immediate recall score; RCFT_delayed, Rey complex figure test delayed recall score; RCFT_rec, Rey complex figure test recognition score; Fluency_A, fluency score for animal; Fluency_P, fluency score for 3 Korean alphabets; Stroop_W, Stroop score for word reading; Stroop_C, Stroop score for color naming in color-word in incongruent condition; TMT, trail making test.
